2004 chevy trailblazer coil pack

A bad oil pack can make your Trailblazer almost un-drivable. Coil Packs take the place of the
distributor and coil in older vehicles. The symptoms of bad coil packs are almost the same as
bad spark plugs. If you do need to replace them all, they can be somewhat pricey. It is possible
to isolate which coil pack is bad by using a multimeter. This can save you a lot of money over
just replacing the whole set at one time. There are a lot of potential symptoms related to bad
coil packs in your Trailblazer. We always recommend using an OBDII scanner to pull your
trouble codes if the service engine soon light is on. It can really narrow your search down. The
check engine light is one of the most common symptoms of bad Coil Packs. More often than
not, your engines computer will be able to detect bad Coil Packs in your Trailblazer. If
acceleration has diminished, it should be felt. The less cylinders that your engine has, the more
that one cylinder not firing properly will have an effect on engine performance. The less efficient
the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted. This leads to a decrease in
fuel economy. When you take your vehicle in for a tune up due to decreased fuel economy,
checking the ignition system in general including the coil packs is going to be one of the very
first places that a mechanic is going to look at. Misfiring is the most common symptom of bad
Coil Packs. Anything else that you may feel is a result of the misfiring itself. The real question
is, what is causing the misfire? There are also non ignition related circumstances that can
cause a misfire. That would include lack of fuel pressure, bad fuel injectors, or even a timing
chain or belt that has jumped. Since there are so many reasons that a vehicle can misfire, we
recommend testing for trouble codes first. When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it is often most
pronounced at idle speed. This is because when the engine turns slower, it is easier to detect.
Be aware that almost all symptoms of a bad coil pack in your Trailblazer could also be other
issues with the ignition system as well. Good luck diagnosing the problem! Feel free to leave a
comment below if there is anything that you would like to add. There are several misfire related
trouble codes. A random misfire means is that a misfire is detected, but the ECM is not able to
determine which one it is coming from, or the misfire is occurring randomly. For example, P is
for a misfire in cylinder 4 in the firing order. This makes diagnosing the misfire a bit more
straightforward. There are other misfire related codes as well. Fuel Economy The less efficient
the combustion of your engine, the more fuel is going to be wasted. Misfire Misfiring is the most
common symptom of bad Coil Packs. Rough Idling When a Spark Plug is misfiring, it is often
most pronounced at idle speed. Asked by Wiki User. Remove the air box on the top of the motor
that says Vortec Remove the bolts for the affected coil pack and lift it off. Unclip the connector
and replace. The Trailblazer does not have plug wires. It has a coil pack per cylinder that
connects direct to the spark plugs. Each one is mounted on top of the spark plug. How do you
change a coil pack on a cavalier. Remove the air chamber labled Vortec , two bolts on left side,
and loosen the hoses on both sides. No cables! On the 4. I had the same problem then I
installed a new coil pack Problem fixed :. U can also youtube a way to find out which one is bad.
The 2. Unplug the wire harness, un bolt and reverse procedure to change. There is no
distributor cap on a Pontiac sunfire, only a coil pack. Pull each coil plug off one at a time while
the engine is running The coil pack that is bad will NOT have a difference in engine noise, but
the ones that are good you will hear a slight decrease in engine noise when you unplug the coil
and then plug it back up again Hope this helps everyone! Only if there is a problem with the coil
pack s. Check the fuel injectors. It's rare a coil pack will go out but it does happen occasionally.
The spark plug is underneath the coil pack. I had a similar problem. It was a coil pack. They are
about 80 bucks. Fairly easy to fix. If you know how to change a Spark Plug, you should be able
to change a coil pack. To change the spark coil pack on a Pontiac Sunfire with a 2. Then remove
the coil pack and spark plug. The spark plug should also be replaced with the new coil pack for
best performance. Insert the new spark plug, then the new coil pack being careful not to bump
any of the many other electronic parts. Then reconnect the battery. I cant be arsed tellin ya.
Remove coil pack bolts from top off engine valve cover assembly. Lift coil pack off of spark
plug. Remove the plug and install the new one. Tighten to specific torque. Place the coil pack on
top of the plug. Under the coil pack whick is right on top of motor.. Ask Question. Chevy
Trailblazer. How To. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered For lots more info and help
visit our Trailblazer enthusiasts forum at www,trailvoy. Related Questions. Where are the spark
plug wires trailblazer? Where is the coil pack on a Chevy Trailblazer? How do you change a coil
pack in cavalier? Where are the spark plugs in a Chevy Trailblazer? What is a coil pack on a
car? How do you change the plugs on a chevy trailblazer? Change coil pack Chevrolet
trailblazer what is cylinder number 1? Your Chevy trailblazer is stalling when the air conditioner
is on? How do you change a coil pack in a Pontiac fiero gt? How to change a distibutor cap on
sunfire ? How do you test a coil pack on trailblazer? How do you find the coil pack on a Ford
Freestar van? Should you change the coil packs when you change the plugs on a 4. After
changing the number 2 coil pack 0n a trailblazer the engine still misses what else should you

check? Where is the coil pack on a Ford Taurus? Is it ever necessary to change the coil pack on
a Ford F 4. How do you get at sparkplugs to remove? Hesitation and sputtering Ford F? How do
you change spark coil on a Pontiac Sunfire 2. How do you change a spark plug on a citroen
xsara? How do you change a coil pack on a Daewoo lanos? When replaceing spark plugs an a
trailblazer does the rubber boot have to be placed on the spark plug first or left on the part that
comes out? How do you change the distributor cap on a Pontiac sunbird 2. How do you change
the coil pack on a gmc sonoma? Where on a sunfire is the spark plugs? Trending Questions
Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound?
Asked By Ciara Parker. Has a human ever been mailed via the United States Postal Service?
Asked By Annamarie Trantow. What letter in the Alphabet is always waiting in order? Asked By
Wiki User. How many times does 14 go into ? How many feet in 7 years? How many 3s in ?
Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music become associated
with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without crying? Asked By
Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica Wilkinson. How
long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals name each other?
Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all time? Asked By
Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed
How to change trailblazer coil pack? Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk
dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose
rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites
don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl
cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced,
distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except with prior written permission of
Multiply. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought
this product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question
or post anyway. Please enter a question. If your Bravada, x, i or i has begun to misfire, idle
erratically, or hesitate under acceleration a bad coil pack could be to blame. By providing the
proper spark to the spark plug all of these running issues can be resolved. Made by an original
equipment supplier OEM these coil packs surpass the factory quality and will get your engine
running how it should be; smooth and fast. This Ignition Coil Pack fits the following vehicles:
Rainier 4. It is manufactured by AA Ignition, exceeds the factory specification, and carries a 24
month or 24, mile warranty. The terms and other vehicle makes and models are used in this
listing only to identify the vehicles this ignition coil fits. Skip to main content. Loading
recommendations for you. Adding to Cart Added to Cart. Not Added. Item is in your Cart. View
Cart Proceed to checkout. We do not have any recommendations at this time. An Import Fees
Deposit may apply at checkout. Arrives: March 1 - 8. In Stock. Add to Cart. Add gift options.
Brand: AA Ignition. Secure transaction. Returns Policy. Amazon Delivered. Your transaction is
secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. Replacement Ignition Coil Pack - The ignition
coil or ignition coilpack provides spark for your engine. Over time the factory ignition coil packs
can fail leading to poor gas mileage, hesitation, and a check engine light CEL. Replace your
faulty ignition coil and restore performance and driveability on your vehicle. White these
ignition coils are not a genuine part it is a direct replacement for the factory ignition coil on
various models. Each ignition coil is built to surpass factory specifications. Fits vehicles from
02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09 model years. Please see below for complete list. If the part ever fails
within the warranty period simply contact us for a replacement. We provide full technical
support from our facility in South Florida. We are a U. Frequently bought together. Add all three
to Cart. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by
AutoMaster and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers
who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Register a free business account. Exclusive
access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business account to purchase.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. Product information Technical Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top
reviews from Canada. There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from Canada. Top reviews from other
countries. Verified Purchase. I usually like to test products before I leave reviews, and it's been
over a month. And this is both sucky for the company, because they make more sales based on
reviews, but also great, because the more people can trust a product with long term testing, the
reviewing, then the business they conduct will be much better in the long run. So on that note:

great job! The product works great and the cost is pretty decent for being sold online, it's a
wonder how they make money off this at all. Probably not much be ause of Amazon's greedy
fees. Trust me, I know how that works, been there and done that. It makes you miss eBay
Unfortunately I found out that the misfire has to do with the injector circuit on cylinder 6 of my
envoy, which will be more expensive. But in any case, this product must have done something
in the process, because the minute I installed it, the envoy ran much smoother than before. So
far, I am pretty content with the purchase of this brand. One person found this helpful. Long
term product quality remains to be seen, and I'll update as time goes by The ignition coil came
very quickly, installed easily, and ran perfectly. As a retiree, anything I can do helps the bottom
line I will order from you again, and I will tell my friends. Engine was misfiring.. Was still
misfiring. Was told to replace coils with OEM but they were kinda pricey. These fit the bill! So far
so good! Report abuse. I used it on my moms Chevy blazer and it made a difference after
installing it. Great price and a easy install I will buy again when needed! See all reviews. Back to
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